L’éditorial
Dear Customer,

This first part of our flyer is usually reserved to our President,
Mr. Christophe Bevillard but, exceptionally, I would like to address this
editorial and furthermore introduce myself as their new
Product Director, CUTTING TOOLS

.

If we want to be honest, Ficodis’ name was not really known by most of us
only 5 years ago but, because of their quick growth and recent acquisitions
within our local market, Ficodis is now a well-established company in the
Canadian Market and consequently their consolidated sales volumes today
are even higher than most reputed carbide suppliers.
Metrology has always been an integrated part of our business, and because
of this new volume consolidation generated by the Ficodis Group related to
Products, we can now offer low attractive pricing and can
be extremely competitive with your current Mitutoyo supplier… This is an
advantage we certainly didn’t have in the past.
Consequently,

I

have

the

honor

to

introduce

our

first

flyer

‘‘ The Measuring Essentials ’’ which regroups the most popular
measuring instruments related to this prestigious/ high-quality brand. This
flyer will give you an idea of what we can supply quickly from any of our
locations. First and foremost, we are strongly suggesting keeping this flyer
handy for any of your future product requirements.
Please don’t hesitate to communicate with any of our locations to find out
why we should be at the top of your list when a

product is

required!
This program integrates itself into Ficodis’ long established moto;
EXPERTISE-QUALTITY-INNOVATION.

Once again, we will meet your

expectations.

R obert Renaud

Product Director
CUTTING TOOLS

Despite the care that has been dedicated to the preparation of this document, errors could have occured. In case of disparity between the prices of the showcased items in
the magazine and those displayed in store, the latest will prevail.
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New ABS Digimatic Caliper CD-AX/APX Series

500-196-30
0000027442

500-197-30
0000027443

500-193
0000094315

0-6’’ .0005’’/0.01mm

0-8’’ .0005’’/0.01mm

0-12’’ .0005’’/0.01mm

LIVRAISON

A new series of cost-effective standard digimatic caliper born of
Mitutoyo’s ground encoder Technologies developed over the last 30 years.
Now equipped with the sae AOS (Advanced Onsite Encoder)
induction type encoder used in top-of-line ABS coolant proof calipers

Coolant Proof Caliper IP67 Absolute

500-752-20
0000095257

500-753-20
0000095258

500-754-10
0000027445

Range : 0-6’’/0-150mm
Accuracy : .001’’/0.02mm
Résolution : .0005’’/.01mm
Without SPC data output
(Sans sortie des données)

Range : 0-8»»/200mm
Accuracy : .001’’/0.02mm
Résolution : .0005’’/.01mm
Without SPC data output

range 0-12’’/0-300mm
accuracy .0015’’
Resolution .0005’’/0.01mm
Without SPC data output
(Sans sortie des données)

LIVRAISON

ABS Coolant Proof Caliper with dust/water protection conforming to IP67 level.
Can be used in workshop conditions exposed to coolant, water, dust or oil.
100% air-leak test ensures every caliper conforms to IP67

Hardened Combination Square 12’’

180-905B
0000027407
LIVRAISON

Blade size : 12’’
Type : 4R
inclus/includes :
180-501B blade
180-102B Square head
180-202B Center head
180-301B Protractor head cast iron not hardened
Three measure heads are attached to the stainless steel rule (blade)
allowing versatile measurements on various types of workpieces

This offer is only valid while stocks last. Non contractual photographs.
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500-196-30, 500-197-30

Wide Rigid steel rule 6’’

Full flexible steel rule 6’’

182-101

182-201
graduations: 1/8’’,1/16’’,1/32’’,1/64’’
Range : 6’’ (4R)
Width : 3/4’’

182-101
0000027410

graduations: 1/8’’,1/16’’,1/32’’,1/64’’
Range : 6’’ (4R)
Width : 1/2’’

LIVRAISON

A Mitutoyo stainless hardened and tempered.
Clear graduations on satin-chrome finish

LIVRAISON

Stainless hardened and tempered.
Clear graduations on satin-chrome finish

Dial Indicator 1’’ .001 Range 0-100 Lug Back
Series 2

graduation : .001’’
Range : 1’’
Type : w/lug
dial reading : 0-100
stem : 3/8’’ dia.

182-201
0000075140

Magnetic Stand

2416S
0000027428

LIVRAISON

Horizontal Type Dial Test Indicator .03’’
7010SN
0000027451

LIVRAISON

graduation : .0005’’
dial reading : 0-15-0
Range 0-.030’’

513-412-10T
0000095403

Stem mounting : 3/8’’, 4mm & 8mm
Magnetic force : 600N Vertical
retractable force
Base size : 50 x 60 x 55mm

LIVRAISON

Performs easy and accurate measurement
of narrow or recessed areas,
plus inside and outside
diameters that dial indicators
cannot access

P. 4 l This offer is only valid while stocks last. Non contractual photographs.

A magnetic Mitutoyo stand that uses
a switchable permanent Magnet for convenient mounting
onto flat iron or steel surfaces.
The arm can be mechanically locked in any position using the knob on the upright

Outside Mechanical Micrometer
with Ratchet stop 1-2’’

Outside Mechanical Micrometer
with Ratchet stop 0-1’’

Range : 0-1’’
Graduation : .0001’’’
Outside Micrometer with carbide faces locking clamp.
Ratchet stop for exact repetitive readings.
Backed Enamel finished frame.
Clear graduations on satin chrome finish

103-177
0000095404

LIVRAISON

Range : 1-2’’
Graduation : .0001’’
Outside Micrometer with carbide faces locking clamp.
Ratchet stop for exact repetitive readings.
Backed Enamel finished frame.
Clear graduations on satin chrome finish

103-178
0000095405

LIVRAISON

Outside Mechanical Micrometer
with Ratchet stop 2-3’’

Range : 2-3’’
Graduation : .0001’’

103-179
0000095406

Outside Micrometer with carbide faces locking clamp.
Ratchet stop for exact repetitive readings. Backed Enamel finished frame.
Clear graduations on satin chrome finish

LIVRAISON

Outside Mechanical Micrometer set
with Ratchet stop 0-3’’

Range : 0-3’’
Graduation : .0001’’
Outside Micrometer with carbide faces locking clamp.
Ratchet stop for exact repetitive readings.
Backed Enamel finished frame.
Clear graduations on satin chrome finish

103-929
0000095407

LIVRAISON

This offer is only valid while stocks last. Non contractual photographs.
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Dial Caliper 0-6’’

Range : 0-6’’
One Revolution : 0.1’’
graduation : .001’’
The Dial Caliper has an improved finish
on sliding surfaces for longevity
and is designed to have ultra smooth sliding
and high shock protection.

Depth Micrometer set 0-6’’ .001’’ 4’’ base

Range : 0-6’’
graduation : .001’’
Ratchet stop for consistent
and repetitive measurements. .157’’ dia.
interchangeable rods,
with lapped measuring end, are calibrated
and tested at the factory.
The rod length can be adjusted,
to compensate wear on the measuring tip.

129-132
0000095409

LIVRAISON
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505-742
0000095408

LIVRAISON

Telescoping Gage Set 5/16 to 6’’ 6pcs

Range : 5/16 to 6’’
The Mitutoyo Telescoping gage set
contains 6 gages with a measuring range
of 5/16 to 6’’.
The spring loaded plunger expands
withing the bore, or groove,
allowing determination of the internal diameter
or groove width

155-903
0000095410

LIVRAISON

Unified Screw Pitch Gage 4-84 Tpi 51 Leaves

Radius Gage Set 25 leaves

950-253
0000095411

4-84 TPI
51 Lames’
Pitch gage set 4-84 Tpi, 51 Leaves, Unified 60 deg.
Thread pitch size is stamped on each gage.
Unified screw pitch gage.

LIVRAISON

Interchangeable Micrometer
2-12’’ Range - 5 Rods

186-901
0000095412
range : 2-12’’
graduation : .001’’
Inside Micrometer with interchangeable rods has
a measuring range of 2-12’’with a .5’’ micrometer head
travel and includes 5 rods.
The interchangeable rods provide a wide range of inside
measurements. Each is marked with its measuring
range and the sizes of rods.
Can be adjusted with spacing collars

141-233
0000090412

LIVRAISON

1/64’’ to 17/64’’ by 64th and 9/32 to 1/2’’
by 32nds, 5 Radii by leaf.
Furnished with a 4’’ long holder to make it possible to
check radii in confined or hard to reach locations

LIVRAISON

This offer is only valid while stocks last. Non contractual photographs.
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A GROUP OF SPÉCIALISTS

Industrial sales

Québec - Call : (418) 628-5580
mnadeau@outilsplus.com

Sorel-Tracy - Call : 1 800-268-0431
info@vldfi.ca

Chatham - Call : 519-354-7844
infocha@varco.on.ca

Industrial sales

Granby - Call : 1 800-363-5688
info@delpar.qc.ca

Drummondville - Call : 819-850-0555
info@vldfi.ca

London - Call : 519-659-2696
infolon@varco.on.ca

Industrial sales

Ottawa - Call : 877-731-6161
info@indsol.ca

Granby - Call : (450) 378-0049
info@fixaclous.com

Kitchener - Call : 519-896-9900
infolon@varco.on.ca

Industrial sales

Levis - Call : (418) 839-5111
elandry@piquebec.com

Terrebonne - Call : (450) 477-6844
info@ht-technologies.com

Windsor - Call : 519-944-0544
infowin@varco.on.ca

